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Equipment needed: 24' Extension Ladder, 2 FF's in appropriate PPE

Description: FF's will demonstrate how to raise an extension ladder from the ground in the flat position
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WESTBURY FIRE DEPARTMENT
Hose Compay #2

Two FF Flat Ladder Raise & Halyard Tie Off
NFPA 1001 (2013) - 5.3.6              NYS FF SKILL 12-I-8 & 12-I-17

hand motion until the tip reaches the desired elevation and engages ladder locks

Has both FF's lowered the ladder gently into position against building

Has Firefighter Displayed Compentacy on 2 FF Flat Raise and Halyard tie off

Has FF #2 placed both feet against the butt spurs or on the bottom rung, grasped the 

Has FF # 2 Grasped the beams, ensuring fingers and hands are outside the beams

Has FF #1 untied the grasped the halyard, extended the fly section with a hand over

Has FF #2 advanced hand over hand down the rungs towards the butt end until

Has the FF's placed the ladder flat on the ground with the butt end towards the   

structure and approximately 1/4 the usable height from the building

Has FF #2 checked for overhead obstrcutions and wires, lifted the tip of the ladder 

stepping under the beam and grasping the top rung

Has the FF#1 footed the ladder by standing on the bottom rung or by placing the toes

Instructor Notes

and tie the halyard off

Has both FF's standing opposite sides of the ladder and heel the ladder by placing

toes against the same beam

palm hand up, pushed the halyard underneath and back over the top rung, grasped the

the rung or beam and checked proper climbing angle

Has FF #1 wrapped the excess halyard around two convenient rungs and pulled tight,

holding halyard between the thumbs and forefingers with palm down, turnned the 

Has FF #1 finished by making a half hitch or overhand safety on top of clove hitch

halyard with thumbs and fingers and pull it through the loop making a clove hitch

Has Both FF's lowered the ladder, reversing the raising procedures

the ladder in in the vertical position

Has FF #1 Grasp successively higher rungs or higher on the beam as the ladder comes 

to the vertical position until standing upright

Skill For Both Interior and Exterior Firefighters  

or instep on the beam and leaned back


